



































































































































We can define
a complex l four is an expression
faddt whole

transforms by pulling back
F guddu GEED III.dz k4dE

Write a EH gcul.dfz.dz

There is a natural
way to associate

a

1 form to a function

tay t is holomorphic E is a water

based att then the directional derivative

of fin direction E is a complex number
which dependscomplexlinearly outatt We call this 1 form def

for dt dated't

d

on Q

Special case dz is the operatord applied
tote function't dt dw and applied
to avoid fans 7 wine






































































































































fnom.EE tjfEidintmfouhbmame.pgTdog d
wdw pullback Afton

C IsTheopenuturdisuaturateRespectscoordinatechanges z

fopullingback1town yopullbackof
function h

Clarin Cdg d C dCgoF

t b
dfid datgof de

Halen du Lik
tEdy

Easy to rememberway
to compute Fldg

Thusewboarelmowledgable about f forme
know that they fit into a generalAnory
of nforma Operatord takes an a form
to an na four o form is a function
Wesing a 1 font is closed if do 0locally

Ifatformisclosedthenittureia afunction
f with df 0 Exercise fffia holomorphic
then f de is closed This follows from






































































































































the Cauchy Niemann equations
Essentiallyequivalent to thefootthat anti dematecies
existlocally Ante derivative F i theanti denature off if

F f dowlanguagedE fdz T borne

focal existenceof an anti derivative forkfunctionIF dffdz 0
a holomorphic fnrctuiniaeasentiullgaotai.com

equivalent to hot I forms beingclosed

In particular this explainswhy endomorphic
are particularly nice examples

of complex valued eforma

HdonnophimaeatimomfifferenameffffecimeauhlonoMEiaeetf7htik






































































































































Iorthewatelmamsionitia useful
to talk about anathisafuiverse aborts
This in an equivalentconcept but sometime
ities wore natural forwbutwearuttado

fay Ola UT VI is a abort incewhereact

Sit at consist of tetra b be

unierseatlus inverse charts 4 64

R R AtlasInversefew tattoo

Ur 0 us 0

q fees for hitsIn Va

0 001 0
YET.ae 4 where q a p

At Yap off
defined






































































































































How dowe define founaouaurfaces
Say Rina surface not wear atheuinum

surface and Aia anathes for R

If there was a 1 four four then

for each inverse chart 4h there would

12 be a l fountain
on VL twice

ur 0 i

4ft.ae 4
Yes it would be the

unethat

ee.oqgt.nl o7 but

thots tapHEED so

4ap y if'ffo oz

ftp.fff Op
wherethis walrus
sense






































































































































If we wanted to do something with this t.com
like integrate over a short path then we

could integrate in a coordinate dunt

and the particular device of abort would
not affect the answer

Example The town

F Q1p The action ofA preserver
the holomorphic I foundz

In generalaugfunction where the
coordinate charge maps are given
by translations will preserve the i foundz

t
Ii






































































































































Example It fi V Gre better inclusion

ofthe hyperellipticsurface e.ws coordinates
dz is a bud I four on QiQ DE is a

meromorphic 1 form Eu is a meromorphic
1 form an V

Alternatively we can pull back the functions
or restrict thefunctional Te and auto

functions z w ou V Then de is the
out

exteriorderivativeof the function 2 auto

that unlike de ina de on V
way leave

developed some zeros

t.EE

Heis avigdor
ditz has a zero




